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the team has confirmed that a game update v1.10 will be launching on january 25th. this patch will include
a few minor balancing changes, bug fixes and improvements to the ai. if you have any more feedback on

these ai improvements, the team are very eager to hear it. please do share your thoughts with them in the
comments. we got a little taste of winter the other day and seeing the snow in the background of this pingu
and his friends is really making us miss it. so, as a small token of our goodwill, we’re giving some exclusive
discounts to players who reached level 5 in the stronghold: warlords: ai unification campaign. but we found
that on attacking the fortifications, we get this strange effect. we often see whole fortifications crumble on

their own, without attack at all. so we actually developed the tool for that, which we're calling the ai
manager. basically, when the players attacks the ai, it works as usual. but when the ai attacks, it will
actually attack and it will siege the walls. so it's something really interesting to play with. yesterday, i
tweeted a picture of us playing the game in the new version of stronghold. hopefully someone likes it,

because i love it! but it's the new multiplayer that we think is so cool. so we've included it for free. so we're
announcing right now that stronghold 2 will be out on the steam store, free. we're basically just releasing it
with the multiplayer, but it's now been updated and whatnot, so if you have the original stronghold 2, now
you can download the new multiplayer. say, "hey, let's be friends, let's help each other out". we've got all

the same tools as the old version. you do the economy, you do the military, you do the building,
recruitment, exploring, diplomacy and so on. you're basically looking after the whole castle.
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the battles have a counter-attacking element that is very reminiscent of the siege games of medieval
europe. you can play as one of four factions - barbarians, celts, byzantines or romans - with each faction

having different characteristics and strengths. the barbarians for example are unstoppable, the celts
immobile and unorganized, the byzantines even more so than the romans. the romans for example are very

strong in close combat but have some of the most deadly ranged attacks in the game. each faction is
balanced and its own fun, but the single player game is just as fun as the multiplayer. the only real change
to the interface of the game is the addition of the keyboard commands. this is perhaps the single biggest
change to the interface of stronghold 2. you have a lot of different units and there is no way of finding out

what they do until you press them, so you have to memorize what each button does. if you like that method
of rts gaming then its fine, but i found the old interface much more easy to use, and the keyboard

commands really slow the game down. the game will cost £14.99, but is available to pre-order now for
£10.99. the price will then increase to £14.99 on may 6th. the ultimate edition will also include the 6

exclusive multiplayer maps, one of which is a whole new single player map. in addition there will be a single
player campaign. so, on the one hand you get a really strong challenge mode and the full game on the

other. probably the best way to go about it! the reason why it took so long to make this update is because
we wanted to make sure the game was the best it could be. the old game had some flaws, and we felt it was
important to fix these before we released. the main fixes are that the new ai opponents are a lot better than

before, a new skirmish mode lets you play with one of the ai's on a brand new map, and finally, the
multiplayer bots are better than they have been in previous updates. we will be adding a lot more features

to the multiplayer over the coming months, and with the kickstarter campaign we have a lot of plans for
single player. 5ec8ef588b
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